June 12, 2018

Docket Clerk
Food Safety and Inspection Services
United States Department of Agriculture
Patriots Plaza 3
1400 Independence Avenue SW
Mailstop 3782, Room 8-163A
Washington D.C., 20250-3700

Re: Petition for change to the Food Safety and Inspection Services Standards and Labeling Policy Book on “Product of U.S.A.”

Dear Docket Clerk,

Please see the attached citizens' petition for policy change to the Food Safety and Inspection Services’ Standards and Labeling Policy Book’s “Product of U.S.A.” entry. Please direct all correspondence regarding this Petition to: Joe Maxwell, Executive Director, Organization for Competitive Markets at jmaxwell@competitivemarkets.com or the address provided below.

The addresses of the Petitioners are as follows:

Organization for Competitive Markets
P.O. Box 6486
Lincoln, NE 68506
Phone: (402) 817-4443

American Grassfed Association
P.O. Box 410906
Denver, CO 80246
Phone: (877) 774-7277

Sincerely,

Joe Maxwell
Carrie Balkcom
Executive Director
Executive Director
Organization for Competitive Markets
American Grassfed Association
I. Introduction

Food Safety and Inspection Services’ (FSIS) Standards and Labeling Policy Book (FSIS Policy Book)\(^1\) allows for deceptive and misleading labeling of foreign imported meat and meat products. As outlined in the FSIS Policy Book, meat products may be labeled “Product of U.S.A” if “the product is processed in the U.S. (i.e., is of domestic origin).” With a lack of clarity in the definition of “processing,” the current policy allows foreign meat to be imported into the United States and bear the label “Product of U.S.A” if it passes through a United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) inspected plant. The current language must be clarified.

Today, more and more consumers want to know where their food comes from and consumers place a higher financial value on food that is local, regional and from the United States. For U.S. consumers, the current labeling practice can lead to the disguising of the true origin of the meat and meat products and allows foreign interests and multi-national corporations to take advantage of increased U.S. market opportunities. This can allow for an unfair market advantage for foreign meat and meat products that not only deceives the consumer, but it financially harms U.S. family farmers and independent ranchers.

The lack of clarity in this policy leads to violations of FSIS’s own policies and regulations that clearly mandate truthfulness in labeling by prohibiting false or misleading labeling and

---

practices. The policy of prohibiting false or misleading labeling and practices is supported by three additional federal statutory provisions. This policy is not consistent with the Federal Meat Inspection Act (FMIA) nor with other federal legislative acts. Further, in adopting the FMIA, Congress specifically intended to avoid these harmful outcomes.²

II. Interest of Petitioners

A. Organization for Competitive Markets

Organization for Competitive Markets (OCM) is a national organization working on behalf of America’s farmers and consumers to ensure agricultural markets are fair and transparent. OCM is a public policy research and advocacy organization headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska.

OCM has been a leader in efforts to ensure consumers have the information they need to know the origin of their meat and meat products. OCM played a key role in the passage of mandatory Country of Origin Labeling in 2002. Through its state initiative campaign, OCM continues to advocate for mandatory Country of Origin Labeling of beef and pork.

In its recent briefing papers, OCM has called for policy changes at both the federal and state level to ensure fair labeling, advancing an agenda that would provide consumers with the transparency they are demanding and provide American family farmers with the value-added market opportunity that truth in labeling provides.

Because of the labeling policy contained in the FSIS Policy Book, OCM knows that products labeled as “Product of U.S.A.” are not necessarily of domestic origin. This policy hinders OCM in its effort to assist U.S. family farmers in connecting with U.S. consumers who demonstrate a preference for U.S. domestic meat and meat products.

The ability of consumers to identify U.S. beef and pork products has been greatly hampered by the repeal of the retail mandatory Country of Origin Labeling for those products. Therefore, OCM understands it is imperative when a manufacturer chooses to label its meat products as “Product of U.S.A.,” it should have the right to do so but only if the meat ingredients of the product are of domestic origin.

B. American Grassfed Association

The American Grassfed Association (AGA) is the nation’s leading organization in the development of grassfed meat production and market development for producers of grassfed meat, dairy and pastured pork.

² 21 U.S.C § 602.
In the past, AGA’s top priority was working with the USDA to establish a legal definition for grassfed and to implement a labeling program to help producers receive a premium for products meeting the definition, while providing a service to consumers wishing to buy grassfed products. The USDA introduced its definition in 2006, and AGA’s producers and board decided to develop a more stringent standard. The AGA certification program and standards were introduced in 2009.

In addition to the certification program for grassfed ruminant producers, AGA communicates the value of grassfed products to consumers, chefs, and the media and serves as a resource for information on grassfed products and production. Through conferences, email and print publications, and other initiatives, AGA offers education to producers, chefs and restaurants, distributors, processors, healthcare professionals, members of the media, and consumers.

AGA is credited for providing expertise in the development of the research document, Back to Grass: The Market Potential for U.S. Grassfed Beef, published in April 2017 and referenced throughout this petition.

III. Requested Action

Petitioner respectfully requests FSIS change paragraph 2 of its existing policy, “Product of USA,” outlined in the FSIS Policy Book. The current policy states:

**PRODUCT OF USA:**
Labeling may bear the phrase “Product of U.S.A.” under one of the following conditions:
1. If the country to which the product is exported requires this phrase, and the product is processed in the U.S., or
2. The product is processed in the U.S. (i.e., is of domestic origin).
This entry cancels Policy Memo 080 dated April 16, 1985

Petitioners request paragraph 2 of the above stated policy, “2. The product is processed in the U.S. (i.e., is of domestic origin). This entry cancels Policy Memo 080 dated April 16, 1985” be changed to read:

“2. If it can be determined that significant ingredients having a bearing on consumer preference such as meat, vegetables, fruits, dairy products, etc., are of domestic origin (minor ingredients such as spices and flavorings are not included). In this case, the labels should be approved with the understanding that such ingredients are of domestic origin.”

---

The above change to the FSIS Policy Book should be made to provide “guidance to help manufacturers and prepare product labels that are truthful and not misleading.”

The above requested language restores the Policy Memo 080 dated April 16, 1985 which was canceled by the existing FSIS Policy Book entry.

IV. Basis for Granting the Petition

A. FSIS Legal Basis for Adopting the Change

FSIS is the primary agency responsible for the policies and regulations governing the labeling of meat and meat products under the Federal Meat Inspection Act (FMIA) and has the authority to implement the above requested action.

Both the FMIA and FSIS regulations clearly establish that meat and meat product labels must not mislead the consumer nor must they be false.

FMIA states that meat or meat food products shall be “misbranded” if its “labeling is false or misleading in any particular.”

FMIA further provides packaged meat and meat food products offered for sale must not have markings or labeling that is false or misleading.

FSIS labeling regulations provides that no product shall be labeled that would give a false indication of origin.

With the enactment of FMIA, the U.S. Congress provided a clear and concise basis for ensuring the accuracy of meat and meat food products labeling, Congress enacted the following statement:

“Unwholesome, adulterated, or misbranded meat or meat food products impair the effective regulation of meat and meat food products in interstate or foreign commerce, are injurious to the public welfare, destroy markets for wholesome, not adulterated and properly labeled and packaged meat and meat food products and result in sundry losses to livestock producers and processors of meat and meat food products, as well as injury to consumers.”

---


5 9 CFR § 300.2(b)(1).


8 9 CFR § 317.8(a).

9 21 U.S.C § 602.
B. Supporting Federal Statutory Provisions

Congress has consistently established that it is the policy of the U.S. to ensure food products not be misleading or false. As with the FMIA, Congress has given similar protection authority to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

In regulating unfair and deceptive acts including false and misleading advertising of foods, drugs, devices, and cosmetics, the FTC was granted authority to prohibit advertisement for food products that are “misleading in a material respect.”\(^ {10}\)

In there “Policy Statement on Deception,” FTC clearly states, “The Commission will find an act or practice deceptive if there is a misrepresentation, omission or other practice, that misleads the consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances...”\(^ {11}\)

With the adoption of the Tariff Act of 1930, the Congress directed U.S. Customs and Border Protection to ensure transparency for the purchaser of an imported product the country of origin.\(^ {12}\)

In the definition of “Country of Origin,” the Customs and Border Protection regulations clearly state that the product must bear the name of the country of origin where the product was manufactured, produced or grown unless there was “substantial transformation” of the product. “Further work or material added to an article in another country must effect a substantial transformation in order to render such other country the “country of origin.”\(^ {13}\)

The Federal Drug, Food and Cosmetic Act (FDFFCA) sets out the same public policy in regard to labeling. FDFFFCA establishes food is misbranded if “(a) False and misleading label if (1) its labeling is false or misleading in any particular.”\(^ {14}\)

In furtherance of the FDFFFCA Congressional mandate, the FDA regulations set out that food is misbranded when representations in the labeling of food implies geographical origin of the food or any ingredient of the food that is not “A truthful representation of the geographical origin.”\(^ {15}\)

\(^ {10}\) 15 U.S.C. § 55(a)(1) and § 52.
\(^ {12}\) 19 U.S.C. § 1304(a).
\(^ {13}\) 19 CFR §134.1(b).
\(^ {15}\) 21 CFR §101.18(c)(1).
Through legislative action, Congress has consistently established the law on labeling. Labels must not be misleading, false or misbranded. Domestic origin is one of the attributes of the product that must be truthful. Congress has taken this position to protect manufacturers, consumers and producers.

C. Consumer Preference for Origin Labeling

Research consistently demonstrates that consumers support knowing the origin of their food and it clearly indicates that U.S. farmers and ranchers can benefit from this consumer preference.

A 2010 Consumers Union poll confirmed that U.S. consumers want to know where their meat comes from. Their polling indicated that 93% of consumers want country of origin labeling on meat. In response to the question, “Suppose a cow is born and raised in Mexico, and then sent to the U.S. to be fattened for two months, slaughtered and sold. If you saw the meat from this animal in your supermarket, which of the following labels would you prefer to have?” 72% of the respondents answered that Mexico should be listed in some form on the label. 47% responded it should be labeled product of the U.S. and Mexico, and 25% responded it should be labeled Product of Mexico.16

Researchers at the University of Kentucky and the University of Alberta concluded that more than one-third of the U.S. consumers who responded to their 2011 survey indicated the origin of beef was a “deciding factor” when purchasing beef steaks.17

Additional research published in the Journal of Food Distribution Research in 2003 has demonstrated production location or source of origin is very or somewhat a positive beef attribute for consumer choice. 75% of those surveyed preferred to buy a country of origin product. Of those 75%, 21% stated they made their choice to help the U.S. producers. The research concluded on average consumers were willing to pay a 19% premium for the “U.S.A. Guaranteed” steak.18

D. Impact of Current Policy on U.S. Farmers and Ranchers

In enacting FMIA, Congress fully recognized misbranding not only impacts the consumers and processors but can result “in sundry losses to livestock producers.”\textsuperscript{19}

One of the biggest threats to America’s family farmers and independent ranchers is lax importation regulations. In the case at hand, allowing imported meat and meat products to be brought into the U.S., pass through a USDA inspected plant and come out on the other side of the plant bearing the brand “Product of U.S.A.” is one of the most egregious examples of the lax importation laws. According to Dr. Allen Williams of Grass Fed Insights, LLC, all imported beef must pass through a USDA-inspected plant, and once it does, it can be labeled as a “Product of USA.”\textsuperscript{20} Allowing foreign meat and meat products to bear this label denies U.S. cattle producers of the market opportunity that research clearly demonstrates is available to them, and denies consumers the transparency they are entitled to under the law.

Today, U.S. cattle producers are under extreme market pressure. Four companies, Cargill, Tyson, JBS and National Beef, control over 80\% of the cattle market.\textsuperscript{21} JBS is a Brazilian company and if the recently announced acquisition of National Beef by Marfrig is permitted, the second largest beef producer in the world will also be Brazilian.\textsuperscript{22} All four of these multi-national corporations depend on imported meat and meat products for their supply chain.\textsuperscript{23}

While there are many factors impacting the price of meat and the beef market is extremely complex, a case can be made that foreign imports of beef impact the price U.S. producers are paid for their cattle. The power of imports’ effect on the market can be illustrated based on the recent U.S. market price for cattle and beef. Recently, due to severe drought, U.S. cattle supplies fell to low numbers not seen since the early 1950s. Because of the short supply and a consistent demand, U.S. farmers and ranchers saw market price for their cattle rise from 2010 through 2015\textsuperscript{24} but in 2015 the U.S. increased beef imports\textsuperscript{25} and repealed mandatory Country of Origin Labeling for beef and pork, breaking the profit opportunity for U.S. cattle producers.

---

\textsuperscript{19} 21 U.S.C § 602.
The result by the end of 2015 was U.S. imports of beef increased by 33% and the U.S. cattle market price dropped by 30%.27

From June 15, 2015 to July 1, 2016, beef processors’ profits rose $199 per head while U.S. feeder cattle producers saw a $533 per head decline.28 As reported by the National Farmers Union, cattle producers saw their retail earnings decline from $0.44 on the dollar in 2014 to just $0.22 in 2018, a loss of 50% of retail value.29

Hit hardest by misbranding of U.S. meat products are those U.S. producers who have been transitioning their operations to grassfed beef. This market opportunity has been the one bright spot in U.S. cattle production with sales nearly doubling annually.30 Sales of grassfed beef has grown from $17 million in 2012 to $272 million in 2016 with producers seeing as much as a 30% premium for their products.31

Grassfed U.S. cattle producers are the hardest hit from imports with 75-80% of the total U.S. grassfed beef market by value being from imports as compared with the total beef market where 9% of beef sales by volume is imports.32

Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay are the leading exporters of grassfed beef into the U.S. Australia leads beef exports into the U.S. overall with on average 31% of all beef imports to the U.S. from 2011 to 2015. However, it is important to note that 97% of Australia’s imported beef to the U.S. is grassfed beef.33

---
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In a recent interview, Renee Cheung, founder of consultancy Bonterra Partners and co-author of “Back to Grass: The Market Potential for U.S. Grassfed Beef” expressed how the repeal of Country of Origin Labeling for beef and pork products has made the issue of allowing foreign imported meat products to be labeled as “Product of U.S.A” even more difficult for consumers to know they are eating American beef.  

The ability to re-brand foreign imported meat products as “Product of U.S.A.” gives unfair advantage to the top four multi-national corporations which control 80% of the U.S. beef market and are the major producers in the world. In 2013, Cargill announced its deal with an Australian company to import into the U.S. both grassfed and grain fed Australian beef.

In that the top four beef producers market globally and often own their own cattle or through contracts control cattle around the world, these corporations can simply import cheaper foreign beef, pass it through USDA-inspected plants or blend it with U.S. beef and gain the increased market value that can be attributed to “Product of U.S.A.”

The trend of the major packers to attempt to fill the growing U.S. demand for grassfed beef with foreign beef has some in the U.S. meat business concerned. Ryan Fibiger, founder of Fleishers’ Craft Butchery, states it most concisely, “it is great consumers can now buy grassfed beef in Walmart,” but if they buy a low quality imported grassfed steak, “they will never buy grassfed again.”

V. Conclusion

The current FSIS policy which allows foreign imported meat and meat products to be brought into the U.S., processed through a USDA inspected plant and labeled “Product of U.S.A.” is counter to the legal authority granted to FSIS in federal law and by its own regulations. The current policy is having the very adverse outcomes on farmers and consumers that Congress specifically stated were the outcomes it intended to prevent when enacting the FMIA. Based on the law and the evidence set out above, we respectfully request FSIS change its policy on

---


labeling “Product of U.S.A.” as it is set out in the FSIS Policy Book to that recommended in this petition.